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Challenges
• 33% of applications are never tested for
security vulnerabilities, with nearly 80% of
applications containing at least one critical or
high vulnerability.1

• An estimated 84% of security breaches
exploit vulnerabilities at the application layer.
Consequently, in the time between release and
patch, adversaries can leverage the weaknesses
in the code to compromise vulnerable systems. 2

Solution
Contrast OSS delivers automated open source risk management by embedding security and compliance
controls into applications throughout their lifecycle. Contrast is the only solution that can identify vulnerable
open source components, determine how they are actually used by the application and prevent exploitation
at runtime, all through a single, self-service platform.
Incorporating open source code into your products introduces potential security vulnerabilities and legal
compliance risks. Managing these risks in a high-velocity software development environment like Agile
DevOps requires a solution that provides real-time visibility for early detection of issues and continuous
verification and monitoring.

Capabilities
• Automatically create and maintain organization-wide inventory of open source components mapped to
applications, servers, and environments to identify what runs where, and what needs to be secured.
• Continuously evaluate OSS components in your application portfolio for known and unknown
vulnerabilities, as well as open source license risk.
• Set and automatically enforce custom policies across the SDLC and provide real-time feedback to
security and development teams.
• Prioritize remediation efforts on vulnerabilities that really matter by accurately identifying whether
vulnerable open source components are actually used by the application.
• Continuously monitor production applications and block attacks on vulnerable open source code to
prevent exploitation at runtime.
• Provide real-time correlation of vulnerabilities, OSS license information, and other library metadata to
components in inventory
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Key Benefits
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Contrast Security is the world’s leading provider of security technology that enables software applications to protect themselves against cyberattacks, heralding the new era of self-protecting
software. Contrast’s patented deep security instrumentation is the breakthrough technology that enables highly accurate assessment and always-on protection of an entire application portfolio,
without disruptive scanning or expensive security experts. Only Contrast has sensors that work actively inside applications to uncover vulnerabilities, prevent data breaches, and secure the entire
enterprise from development, to operations, to production.
© 2019 Contrast Security. All of the company names and/or brand names, and/or product names, and/or logos referred to in this document, in particular the name “Contrast” and its logo device, are either registered trademarks or
trademarks pending registration in accordance with relevant national laws. All rights reserved. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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CONTINUOUS VISIBILITY AND SELF- UPDATING SOFTWARE RISK INTELLIGENCE
Contrast OSS monitors your entire application portfolio including third-party and custom code, automatically
applying new vulnerability and license risk intelligence and policies. This eliminates the need for disruptive
scans and re-scans of code repositories.
A SINGLE SOLUTION FOR YOUR OPEN SOURCE AND CUSTOM CODE
Leverage a single deployment and assessment process to identify vulnerabilities in open source and your
custom code. No need to implement multiple tools, orchestrate between different analysis engines, or run
complex correlations.
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Contrast Security provides the industry’s most modern and comprehensive Application
Security Platform, removing security roadblocks inefficiencies and empowering enterprises to write
and release secure application code faster. Embedding code analysis and attack prevention directly
into software with instrumentation, the Contrast platform automatically detects vulnerabilities while
developers write code, eliminates false positives, and provides context-specific how-to-fix guidance
for easy and fast vulnerability remediation. Doing so enables application and development teams to
collaborate more effectively and to innovate faster while accelerating digital transformation initiatives.
This is why a growing number of the world’s largest private and public sector organizations rely on
Contrast to secure their applications in development and extend protection in production.
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